High Torque Synchronous Belt

STRONG like a panther
BUILT like a panther
RUNS like a panther
PURRS like a panther
The strong, silent type, Panther® XT
is the high torque synchronous belt
that purrs. A strong, powerful drop-in
replacement for existing drives,* PantherXT
belts are engineered to run efficiently and
quietly in the harshest environments.
Naturally agile, the PantherXT moves
quickly and easily to help achieve power
ratings that meet or exceed the competition.
Abrasion resistant, low-friction tooth
fabric promises the equivalent of nine
lives because it reduces downtime,
maintenance, and noise levels.
PantherXT . . . PURRRFECT TIMING.

www.carlislebelts.com

STRONG like a panther

■■

Fabric is engineered to be low-friction and abrasion resistant
for extended belt life
Oil and heat resistant (up to 120ºC/248˚F) HSN rubber
combines high elasticity and hardness for improved
performance in harsh environments
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PantherXT belts are engineered to achieve higher power ratings

■■

Designed for efficiency, PantherXT belts minimize drive widths
resulting in more compact drive designs and reduced metal costs
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PANTHERXT Break Strength Comparison
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RUNS like a panther
■■
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Rubber construction and special fabric design reduce high
frequency noise substantially when compared to polyurethane
belt construction
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QUIET like a panther
■■

Test Terminated
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PANTHERXT Belt Modulus Comparison

A: High-modulus carbon fiber cord
B: High performance HSN rubber composite for high torque 		
transmission, flexibility, and extended belt life

Hub Load

BUILT like a panther

PantherXT
PU Carbon Cord Belt

C: High strength, low-friction fabric facing engineered for
maximum wear resistance
Part Number
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Part Number Example:

14MXT-1400-37 = 14M
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■■

Carbon fiber cord construction with high tensile strength
and minimal stretch increases durability
Hours Life

■■

PANTHERXT Belt Life Comparison
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* Carlisle recommends
MPC ® Sprockets – MPB or Taper Bushed (8mm, 14mm). PantherXT belts are also compatible with Gates ® Poly Chain® GT® 2 Sprockets.
The PantherXT synchronous belt is a super high torque product that is not recommended for use in standard high torque sprockets such as HTD,® HTS ® or RPP.®
Please note that different synchronous belt types must be matched with the correct sprocket for optimum performance. MPC ® is a registered trademark of Martin Sprocket & 		
Gear, Inc. Gates ® Poly Chain® GT ® 2, HTS ® and HTD ® are registered trademarks of Gates Corporation. RPP ® is a registered trademark of The Timken Company.

The Timken team applies their know-how to improve the reliability and performance of machinery in diverse
markets worldwide. The company designs, makes and markets high-performance mechanical components,
including bearings, gears, chain, belts and related mechanical power transmission products and services.
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